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Using the principle of symmetric criticality [Palais 1979], we

construct torus knots and links that extremize the Möbius-

invariant energy introduced by O’Hara [1991] and Freedman,

He and Wang [1993]. The critical energies are explicitly com-

putable using the calculus of residues, a result obtained in

collaboration with Gil Stengle.

Experiments with a discretized version of the Möbius energy—

applicable to the study of arbitrary knots and links—are also

described, and confirm the results of the analytic calculations.

1. INTRODUCTIONRecently Freedman, He and Wang [Freedman etal.], following work of O'Hara [1991], introducedan energy E(�) for a simple closed curve � � R3.The functional E is continuous on each isotopyclass of curves, and tends to in�nity as � nearsself-intersection. Moreover, E is \proper" on theset of all isotopy classes, in the sense that there areonly �nitely many knot types below a given energylevel.A useful geometric property of E is M�obius in-variance: if � is a M�obius transformation ofR3[1and �(�) � R3, then E(�(�)) = E(�). This canbe used to prove [Freedman et al.] that each primeknot class has an energy-minimizing representative(of di�erentiability class C1;1: see de�nition in thebeginning of Section 2), and that the round circleis the unique energy minimizer among all curves,with E = 4. It is also a nontrivial result of [Freed-man et al.] that, at least for C1;1 curves, the func-tional E is su�ciently smooth to have a \gradient"dE (see Section 3). Thus it becomes an interestingproblem to �nd E-critical curves, that is, solutionsto dE = 0.
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In this article we construct the �rst explicit ex-amples of knotted curves that are critical for E.Our basic observation is that the M�obius-invariantenergy E extends naturally to simple closed curves� � Rm (Section 2). In particular, if � is a simpleclosed curve in S3 � R4 and � : S3 ! R3 [ 1is stereographic projection, then E(�(�)) = E(�)provided �(�) � R3. Then we use the principle ofsymmetric criticality (Section 3) to show that foreach relatively prime pair of integers (p; q) there isa (p; q)-torus knot �p;q � S3 critical for E. Thiscurve �p;q is a principal orbit of an isometric actionof S1 on S3. In the same way, we construct crit-ical orbital links with more than one component(Section 4).The energies E(�p;q) can be computed explic-itly in terms of rational trigonometric integrals.This makes them ideal benchmarks to check theaccuracy of computer experiments with various dis-cretized energies. One such discrete model is men-tioned in Section 5. We have implemented sev-eral programs using this model, run experiments,and tabulated some of the results, but clearly morework needs to be done. In this regard, we mentionthat several Japanese mathematicians and, inde-pendently, Bryson [Bryson et al. 1993] have alsoconducted computer experiments to seek nontriv-ial extrema. In particular, Bryson reports �nd-ing a trefoil|that is, a (2; 3)-torus knot|with en-ergy approximately equal to 74, which is close tothe critical value of 74:4120 (see Table 1 in Sec-tion 5).It is well-known (see [Schubert 1953, p. 250],for example) that torus knots are prime, and it istempting to conjecture that the stereographic im-ages �(�p;q) are the energy minimizers guaranteedto exist by [Freedman et al.]. However, we expectthis to be false when both p and q are large, forthe following reason: We can view �p;q as a p- orq-strand braid lying on the surface of a torus, andif both p and q are at least three, energy can besaved when \extra strands" of �p;q depart from thesurface of the torus and push into the interiors ofthe complementary solid tori.

The right conjecture, which is supported by ourmost recent experiments (Section 6), appears tobe this: �p;q is a stable local minimum for E whenp = 2 or q = 2, but is not a minimizer otherwise.The general E-stability question will be exploredelsewhere [Kusner and Sullivan].
2. MÖBIUS INVARIANCESuppose � � Rm is a simple closed curve of classC1;1, that is, one that admits a parametrization� : S1 ,! Rm whose �rst derivative �0 is Lipschitz.(Weaker di�erentiability assumptions are possible[Freedman et al., x 1], but we �nd C1;1 best suitedto our purposes.) Let D(x; y) denote the distancebetween �(x) and �(y) along �, that is,D(x; y) = min�Z yx j�0(z)j dz;Z xy j�0(z)j dz�:
Definition and Proposition. Given � as above, theM�obius energyE(�) = Z Z

S1�S1
� 1j�(x)� �(y)j2 � 1D2(x; y)�� j�0(x)j j�0(y)j dx dyis �nite and independent of the parametrization of�. Moreover, if � is a M�obius transformation ofRm [ 1, then E(�(�)) = E(�) provided �(�) �Rm.

Proof. The arguments, with only formal modi�ca-tions to move from 3 to m dimensions, are essen-tially those of [Freedman et al., xx 1 and 2]. Inparticular, concerning the M�obius invariance, the�rst term in the integrand is pointwise invariant,whereas the second term in the integral is \intrin-sic", in the sense that, for any " > 0, the asymp-totic expansionZ Z
jx�yj�" j�0(x)j j�0(y)jD2(x; y) dx dy = 4�" � 4 +O(")

is invariant under all C1;1 di�eomorphisms of Rm,not only M�obius transformations. �
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Note that the 4�=" term here precisely cancels acorresponding singular term from the �rst inte-gral. This is the \regularization" of E introducedin [O'Hara 1991].Stereographic projection extends to a M�obiustransformation of Rm+1 [1, so we deduce:
Corollary. If � � Sm � Rm+1 is a C1;1 simpleclosed curve and � : Sm ! Rm [ 1 is stereo-graphic projection, then E(�(�)) = E(�) provided�(�) � Rm.
3. TORUS KNOTS AND SYMMETRIC CRITICALITYFor each pair (p; q) of integers, there is an isometricaction �p;q of S1 on the unit sphere S3 � R4 = C2,de�ned by �p;q(ei�) : � zw � 7! � eip�zeiq�w �:This action is e�ective when p and q are relativelyprime, an assumption we make from now on.The case (p; q) = (1; 1) is the familiar Hopf ac-tion, whose orbits are great circles in S3. In gen-eral, the �p;q-orbits of the points � 10� or � 01� arep- or q-fold coverings of the z- or w-axis circles S1zor S1w, respectively, while the remaining �p;q-orbitsare embeddings S1 ! S3. These principal orbitslie on toriTr = �(z; w) : jzj = rp1 + r2 ; jwj = 1p1 + r2�;for r > 0, where they have homology (p; q)|thatis, they are (p; q)-torus knots. Each torus is foli-ated by a circle's worth of congruent orbits; we canparametrize this family of orbits by associating toeit 2 S1 the orbit that goes through the point0B@ eimt rp1 + r2eint 1p1 + r2

1CA ; (3.1)

where m and n are �xed integers such thatdet�m np q � = �1:

We can think of (r; t) as polar coordinates for theorbit space Sp;q of the action, which is an orbifoldhomeomorphic to S2.We denote by �p;q(r) an orbit of �p;q lying inthe torus Tr. For de�niteness, we take the orbitcorresponding to t = 0, so that �p;q(r) is the knot
ei� 7! 0B@ eip� rp1 + r2eiq� 1p1 + r2

1CA : (3.2)

The M�obius energy of �p;q(r), which we denoteby E(r), is a smooth function of r (see Figure 1).It turns out that we can compute E(r) explicitlyusing residue calculus (see page 4); however, theresults in this section do not depend on that com-putation.
Lemma. The knot �p;q(r) is critical for the M�obiusenergy E if and only if@@rE(r) = 0:
Proof. The \only if" direction is clear. The \if"direction is a consequence of the principle of sym-metric criticality, which states roughly that, for afunctional that is invariant under some group G ofsymmetries, the criticality of a G-invariant func-tion need only be checked as if the functional wererestricted to that part of its domain consisting ofall G-invariant functions. See [Palais 1979], for ex-ample, for a general discussion.More precisely, consider a C1;1 map V : S1 !R4, thought of as a vector �eld along the knot� = �p;q(r), and a variation �" = � + "V of �.According to [Freedman et al., Lemma 6.1], thereis a unique linear functional dE such thatdE(V ) = dd"E(�")j"=0;for any V as above. (More formally, the Banachspace of C1;1 vector �elds along � is the tangentspace to the Banach manifold of C1;1 curves, anddE is the gradient one-form of E at �. Severalexplicit formulas for dE are given in [Freedman et
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Computing the Möbius Energy of Torus Knots by Residue Calculus

Rob Kusner and Gil StengleTo compute the M�obius energy E(r) of the orbital torus knot �p;q(r) of (3.2), we �rst rescale so the knot hasthe parametrization (r eipx; eiqx), and then use the de�nition of E:E(r) = Z 2�0 dy Z y+�y�� dx� r2p2 + q2r2jeipx � eipy j2 + jeiqx � eiqyj2 � 1(x� y)2�= 2� Z ��� ds� r2p2 + q2r2jeips � 1j2 + jeiqs � 1j2 � 1s2�;where we have made the substitution s = x � y. In each of the cases (p; q) = (1; 0), (0; 1) or (1; 1), the orbit�p;q(r) is a round circle, and we have, as already observed in [Freedman et al.],E(S1) = 2� Z ��� ds� 1jeis � 1j2 � 1s2� = 2� Z �=20 d�� 1sin2 � � 1�2� = 2� 2� = 4;with � = 12s. Subtracting the �rst of these equalities from the second equality above for E(r), we getE(r)� E(S1) = 2� Z ��� ds� r2p2 + q2r2jeips � 1j2 + jeiqs � 1j2 � 1jeis � 1j2�:Using the identity jeix � 1j2 = �e�ix(eix � 1)2, valid for x real, we see that the integrand can be extended toa meromorphic di�erential on C depending only on eis; the substitution z = eis, ds = �iz�1 dz then expressesE(r) as a contour integral along the unit circle, to which we can apply Cauchy's residue formula:E(r) = 4 + 2� Z ��� ds� �(r2p2 + q2)r2e�ips(eips � 1)2 + e�iqs(eiqs � 1)2 � �1e�is(eis � 1)2�= 4 + 2� Zjzj=1dz� i(r2p2 + q2)r2z1�p(zp � 1)2 + z1�q(zq � 1)2 � i(z � 1)2�
= 4 + 4�2 Xjzj<1Res �(r2p2 + q2)r2z1�p(zp � 1)2 + z1�q(zq � 1)2 :The last equality depends on the fact that the order-two singularity at z = 1 of the �rst term in the integral isprecisely cancelled by the second term. One can also check that the set of poles is invariant under conjugationand inversion in S1. Moreover, the residues occur in conjugate pairs and have positive real part, so that eachpole inside the unit disk contributes to E.A similar calculation shows that the energy cross-term corresponding to two (p; q)-torus knots, with \polarcoordinates" (r; t) and (r; t0) in the notation of Section 3, is4�2Res �(r2p2 + q2)r2z1�pe�2�it(zp � e2�it)2 + z1�qe�2�it0(zq � e2�it0)2 : (�)Thus, the total energy of the torus link �kp;kq(r), for p and q relatively prime (see Section 4 for notation), isE(r) = k�4 + 4�2 k�1Xj=0 Xjzj<1Res �(r2p2 + q2)r2z1�pe�2�ijm(zp � e2�ijm)2 + z1�qe�2�ijn(zq � e�2�ijn)2�;where m and n are �xed integers such that det�mp nq � = �1.
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al., x 6], but its linearity is the only property weneed here.)Suppose that � is not critical, so there exists a�eld V such that dE(V ) 6= 0. Since � is an orbit ofthe S1-action � = �p;q, we can average the push-forward (�(ei�))�V over S1 to obtain an �-invariantvector �eld ~V for which dE( ~V ) 6= 0 as well.Now ~V induces a variation through �-orbits, sowe can view ~V as tangent to the orbit space S =Sp;q at �. ButdEjS = @E@r dr + @E@t dt = @E@r dr;because knots with same t have the same energy.Thus dEjS( ~V ) = dE( ~V ) 6= 0 implies @E=@r 6= 0,as required. �We come next to our main result.
Theorem 1. For each relatively prime pair of inte-gers p and q greater than 1, there is a (p; q)-torusknot �p;q � S3 that is critical for the M�obius en-ergy E. The knot �p;q is a principal orbit of theS1-action �p;q de�ned above.
Proof. As already mentioned, E(r) is a smoothfunction of r. Because �p;q(r) converges to eithera p- or q-fold covering of a round circle as r ap-proaches 1 or 0, and because p; q � 2, we havelimr#0 E(r) = limr"1E(r) = +1:Thus there is a �nite value rp;q > 0 minimizingE(r). By the previous lemma, the principal orbit�p;q = �p;q(rp;q) is critical for E. �In fact, in all the examples we examined, thereappears to be exactly one minimum (see Figure 1).
4. TORUS LINKSIn [Freedman et al.] the M�obius energy of a k-component link (�1; : : : ;�k) is de�ned as a naturalextension of the M�obius energy of a knot:E(�1; : : : ;�k) = X1�i;j�kE(�i;�j);

0:03 0:1 0:3 1 3 10 30r3;4
500100015002000

FIGURE 1. Graph of E(r) versus r, for (3; 4)-torusknots, from the formula on page 4. Other valuesof p and q yield a very similar shape.where E(�i;�i) = E(�i) is as before, and the cross-terms (i 6= j) are
E(�i;�j) = Z Z

S1�S1 j�0i(x)j j�0j(y)jj�i(x)� �j(y)j2 dx dy:
If we consider links composed of orbits of the S1-action �p;q, the principle of symmetric criticalityapplies: a k-component orbital link is critical forE among all links if and only if it corresponds to anE-critical con�guration of k distinct regular pointsin the orbit space S = Sp;q, that is, to a criticalpoint of E restricted to Sk nD, where D is the bigdiagonal of Sk union the singular orbits. But E isa positive proper function on Sk n D, so it has aminimum.In fact, it is easy to �nd some critical links ex-plicitly. If k > 1, denote by �kp;kq(r) the link con-sisting of k copies of the knot �p;q(r), arrangedsymmetrically around the torus Tr. In other words,�kp;kq(r) is the union of the �p;q-orbits with param-eters (r; t), with t = 0; 2�=k; : : : ; 2�(k� 1)=k. (Seethe beginning of Section 3, and especially (3.1),for the (r; t) parametrization of the orbit space.)We call �kp;kq(r) a (kp; kq)-torus link. Applyingthe principle of symmetric criticality with respectto the obvious action of S1 � Ck, where Ck is thecyclic group of order k, we conclude:
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Theorem 2. For each relatively prime pair of inte-gers p; q � 1 and each k > 1, there is a (kp; kq)-torus link �kp;kq which minimizes E among k-com-ponent links invariant under S1�Ck, and which istherefore critical for E. In particular, there are in-�nitely many E-critical links with any number ofcomponents.A (k; k)-torus link is a particular case of a Hopflink, that is, a link whose component curves areorbits of the Hopf action �1;1. A Hopf link canbe regarded as a collection of points in the orbitspace S1;1 = S2; the case of �k;k(r) correspondsto k equidistant points along a parallel of latitude(circle of constant r). All k-component Hopf linksare isotopic.A direct calculation, or an application of (�) onpage 4 (with r = 1 and � = t � t0), shows thatthe energy cross-term arising from an ordered pairof components of a Hopf link equals 2�2 csc( 12�),where � is the angular distance between the cor-responding points in S2. In particular, the totalenergy of a k-component Hopf link is, up to a con-stant, simply the \Coulomb energy" for k point

charges in R3 constrained to lie on S2. (This ob-servation was made jointly with John Sullivan.)Since the points of S2 corresponding to �k;k(r)are furthest apart when they are on the equator,that is, when r = 1, Theorem 2 has the followingconsequence:
Corollary. For any k, the Hopf link �k;k(1) is E-critical.In fact, �2;2(1), with energy 8 + 4�2, is a min-imizer among all nontrivial two-component linksat least one component of which is a round cir-cle; see [Freedman et al., x 7]. One can also showthat �3;3(1), with energy 12 + 8p3�2, is energy-minimizing among Hopf links with three compo-nents. In contrast, �4;4(1), with energy16 + 8(1 + 2p2)�2 � 318:2805;is not minimizing among Hopf links with four com-ponents; the minimizing four-component Hopf linkcorresponds to a tetrahedral, rather than an equa-torial, con�guration of points on S2, and its energyis 16 + 12p6�2 � 306:1059 (see Figure 2). This

FIGURE 2. Two Hopf links critical for the energy functional E: on the left, the torus link �4;4(1), whosecomponents correspond (in the quotient space S2 of the Hopf �bration) to four points equally spaced along agreat circle; on the right, a link of less energy, whose components correspond to the vertices of a tetrahedron.See the corollary above and the subsequent paragraph.
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phenomenon illustrates the conjectured behavior,discussed in Section 1, of an E-minimizing (p; q)-torus knot for p and q large. Further results onHopf links are given in [Kusner and Sullivan].
5. DISCRETIZATION AND COMPUTER EXPERIMENTSGiven a C1;1 knot � : S1 = R=2�Z ! Rm, anda su�ciently large integer n, the polygon  withvertices (h) = �(2�h=n), for 1 � h � n, is a knotisotopic to �, which we call a polygonal approxima-tion to �. One possible way to approximate E(�)discretely would be simply to use E(), but this en-ergy unfortunately is in�nite! It can be regularized,by deleting the contributions of adjacent edges, toan energy E�() that has the advantage of an in�-nite barrier to changing isotopy type, but the dis-advantage of being di�cult to compute. Anotherdiscrete energy e(), de�ned below, is much easierto compute. It can be shown that both E�() ande() converge to E(�) as  approaches � for n verylarge.
Definition. The discrete energy of a polygon withvertices  : Z=nZ! Rm ise() =XX1�i6=j�n� 1j(i)� (j)j2 � 1d2(i; j)�� j0(i)j j0(j)j;wherej0(h)j = 12(j(h� 1)� (h)j+ j(h)� (h+ 1)j)and d(i; j) is the distance between (i) and (j)along the polygon, that is, the lesser ofPi�h<j j(h)� (h+ 1)j and Pj�h<i j(h)� (h+ 1)j:
If  = p;q is a polygonal approximation to theorbit �p;q � S3, we can reduce the double sumabove (by setting h = i� j) toe() = n j0(1)j2 X1<h�n� 1j(1)� (h)j2 � 1d2(1; h)�:

Using this formula we wrote a simple Fortransearch routine, torusknotenergy.f, to produceapproximate values for the M�obius energies of crit-ical (p; q)-torus knots. The results are very close tothose obtained from the analytic formula on page 4,which was implemented in a Mathematica programtke.m [Wolfram 1991]: see Table 1.
(p; q) n � rp;q energy(1; 1) 360 1.0 | 3.9608720 .5 | 3.98041440 .25 | 3.99022880 .12 | 3.99515760 .06 | 3.997511520 .03 | 3.9987extrapolation | 3.9999analytic value | 4.00000(2; 3) 1440 .68 1.85 74.3532880 .34 1.85 74.3835760 .17 1.857 74.39711520 .09 1.857 74.405extrapolation 1.857 74.412analytic values 1.857275 74.41204(2; 8) 1440 .77 5.69 215.5182880 .38 5.69 215.6465760 .19 5.692 215.71011520 .10 5.693 215.742extrapolation 5.694 215.774analytic values 5.694942 215.77463(3; 4) 1440 .85 1.48 204.0942880 .42 1.48 204.1565760 .21 1.486 204.18611520 .11 1.486 204.201extrapolation 1.486 204.217analytic values 1.486906 204.21670

TABLE 1. Critical radii and energies obtained fromthe discrete programs torusknotenergy.f andtoruslinkenergy.f. Here n is the number of seg-ments in the discretization, and � is the maxi-mum angle (in degrees) between segments. Thelast two lines in each block show how extrapola-tion of the program output as n!1 gives resultsvery close to those predicted by the analytic for-mula on page 4, which were computed with theMathematica programs tke.m and tle.m.
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These two programs are publicly available, to-gether with their link counterparts, called tle.mand toruslinkenergy.f. For details, see \Soft-ware Availability" at the end of the article.As a further check, we compared the computedvalues of E and rp;q under an interchange of p andq. As expected, E remains the same, while rp;q isreplaced by its reciprocal, to within the chosen ac-curacy. (In the case of tke.m, the default accuracyof the minimum search is six signi�cant digits for r,but any desired accuracy can be speci�ed, subjectonly to memory constraints.)
6. FURTHER EXPERIMENTSVery recently, the second author and John Sullivancomputed the gradient de of the discretized energye(), and Ken Brakke was kind enough to incor-porate it into Version 1.89 of his Surface Evolverprogram [Brakke 1992]. Because e and de are eachquadratic in n, convergence of the negative gradi-ent ow to a critical knot or link is considerablyslower than in the program torusknotenergy.f,which searches only among orbits; the practicalsize of n in the Evolver is limited accordingly. Nev-ertheless, we were able to test the stability of �2;qfor q small. Moreover, use of the Evolver allowsus to search among all knots, not only those thatare invariant under the S1 action. We thus founda non-orbital (3; 4)-torus knot with energy approx-imately 201, less than the energy of �3;4, which is204:2167; see also the end of Section 1.We hope to report further on this in future jointwork with Brakke, Sullivan, and a group of stu-dents at the Five Colleges Geometry Institute.
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